Power Spot Alchemy
Connecting with the Wisdom of Mother Earth for
Integrating Personal, Planetary and Galactic Transformation
a two-day workshop with Ronald Holt
Bucharest, Romania - October 28-29, 2017
Contact: Camelia Cioba at camelia.cioba@yahoo.co.uk
in Bucharest (Venue to Be Announced)
This workshop is a synthesis of Ron's 30+ years of
research and development of methods to experience
and interact with Earth energies in ways that assist
personal and spiritual transformation at deep
fundamental levels, with the understanding that this
also engages transformation at the planetary, galactic
and Universal levels of consciousness.
Similar to electrical power outlets commonly found in
our homes, Mother Earth utilizes her energetic
networks that have been called ley lines, consciousness
grids or power spots. These are laid out in vast
comprehensive networks all across the Earth and are mirrored in our own energetic networks in the body. These
facilities have long been recognized and respected by the ancients and indiginous cultures all over the world for their
inherent ability to be metaphorical “charging and communication stations” that allow access into a kind of "cosmic
internet” that lights up and awakens our own inner body networks. Mother Earth’s sacred ley lines, power spots and
consciousness grids enable much easier connection and communication with beings such as:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Our internal guides, higher consciousness and higher selves
Beings of the angel and arcangel realms
Traditionally recognized gods and goddesses
Buddhic, Christic and master level beings
Consciousness of Mother Earth herself
Representatives of Mother Earth’s many consciousness realms
such as elementals, fairies, elves etc.
7) Kachinas, star lineages
8) Solar, galactic and universal consciousness beings
Cathedral Rock - Sedona, Arizona

Understanding Mother Earth’s capability to assist us on these many consciousness levels helps inspire conscious
transformation and holistic integration for those sincerely seeking communion and reintegration. This is why these
areas have long been designated as sacred areas in so many cultures for thousands of years all across the globe. This is
why many sacred power spots have been adorned (in many cases) with temples and man made structures built from
profound gratitude and commonly marked for all generations to continue to be used as places of supreme respect
and integrative healing.
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Mother Earth and her power spots also assist us dramatically in understanding and navigating the polarity and duality
dramas that are so present in the world today. Mother Earth and her guidance at power spots inspire us to
revolutionize our paradigm so that we can finally be free of the repeating dramas and challenges in our lives that
really come from our own making. The dualities within us actually mire us in separation consciousness and limit our
access into solar, galactic and universal consciousness. At Mother Earth’s power spots we have a safe haven and a
divine mirror in which to see ourselves. It is here that we can integrate polarity and create the alchemy necessary for
radical consciousness evolution.
The Workshop
Ron will share some inspiring tales of his encounters with power spots around the world and share what he has
learned and discovered from Mother Earth in addition to the many beings of light commonly experienced at these
sacred indigenous spaces. These stories help serve as an examples for guiding inward transformation available at
power spots.
Lectures, experiential exercises, guided meditations and self-introspection exercises will be shared in module form
with the group to better facilitate a groundbreaking foundation that will help to revolutionize the inner landscape
for integration of our dualities that create the consciousness alchemy.
In this workshop setting, within reach of an accessable local sacred power spot, participants will learn a number of
techniques to engage the pineal and the heart. They will how to sense power spot energy using the pineal and the
heart as well. In the safety of the space held by Ron, participants will go deeply within themselves to better
understand their inner duality, so that unresolved blockages can be healed. The group will spend time on the
grounds of the local power spot to engage the time-honored energy fabrics woven by the alchemists of the past.
Much of this work is experiential and is the product of the alchemy of the group with the land. The best of it can
only be known by actual participation in the unique energies of this workshop.
Bring your openness to the mystery and come share with Ron and the rest of the group that is gathering to see what
the Earth chooses to reveal to you at this auspicious time.









How to use the pineal gland and heart to locate power spots and work with them
Understanding how to work and utilize the planetary grids
Messages from Mother Earth channeled by Ron
Interpreting nature signs
Opening and clearing the heart in power spots
Power spot energy, chakras, and brain wave states
Moving from polarity to higher states of consciousness with power spot energy
and much more!

Ronald Holt holds a gentle and sincere space in his trainings. His passion is consciousness
- which he interfaces primarily through sacred geometry, yoga principles, Taoist
philosophies, martial art practices, meditation, and working with Earth energies. He has
worked as an archaeologist in Hawaii and Guam, and has a depth of experience of sacred
power spots all over the world including Japan, Egypt, the American Southwest, Australia,
the UK, Italy, Bali, Hawaii, Peru, and Mexico. He was the executive director of the
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Flower of Life Research organization from 1997-2013 and became an internationally respected teacher in that
capacity. Having known wife Lyssa Royal Holt for twenty years, he has also held the vibration of her work and the
information which has come through her cosmic connections. Through the dedication of the major part of his life in
this way, his wisdom in these matters is tangible. He engages from a place of authenticity and integrity, and employs
his energy and wisdom to share with and support those who are sincerely interested.
Dates:
October 28 (Saturday) – Day 1 of Workshop held at conference room in Bucharest to be announced
October 29 (Sunday) - Day 2 of Workshop held at local power spot in Bucharest to be announced.
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